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英文摘要:(Keywords: Concentric circular tubes; Heat
transfer; Conjugated Graetz problem;
         Recycle; Orthogonal expansion technique.)
The influence of recycle on heat transfer in 
double-pass concentric circular tubes with uniform wall 
temperature has been studied analytically by an 
orthogonal expansion technique.
The heat transfer problem is formulated and solved 
for fully developed laminar velocity profiles in concentric 
circular tubes with ignoring axial conduction, and with 
fluid properties of temperature independence.  
Analytically results show that recycle-effect can effectively 
enhance the heat transfer rate for large Graetz number 
compared that in a single-pass operation (without an 
impermeable sheet inserted).  The desirable preheating 
effect and the undesirable effect of decreasing residence 
time are the two conflict effects produced by the recycle 
operation.
The purposes of this study are to develop the 
complete theory and investigate the improvement of 
performance on heat transfer in double-pass concentric 















格拉茲問題(Conjugated Graetz Problems) [6-8]以正交展
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mmamaa GFS xhxhy         (11)







mmbmbb GFS xhxhy          (12)
代入式(1)和(2)與邊界條件式(6)至式(9)得：
)1()( xlx --= mm eG    (13)
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( ) 00' , =maF                       (16)
( ) 01, =mbF     (17)
( ) ( )kk ' ,,' ,, mbmbmama FSFS =                   (18)
( ) ( )kk mbmbmama FSFS ,,,, =                   (19)
對於解式(14)與式(15)兩常微分方程是以級數解











































, =                       (22)
因此，由式(22)可輕易求出特徵值，然後由式
(20)及式(21)的定義求得。又由式(14)至式(19)可得一具
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的變數 maS , 與 mbS , 。再以總能量平衡方程式(26)來驗































































為負值，而 5.0<k 且 100<Gz 時，僅有迴流比值為
5=r 且隔板位置在 5.0=k 時為正值。當 100³Gz 時，
僅在迴流比值為 5.0=r 且隔板位置在 3.0=k 時為負
值。
五、符號說明
pC heat capacity, 
-1-1 KkgJ 
D hydraulic radius, m
Gz Graetz number, LV ap/4
h average heat transfer coefficient , -12  KmW -
hI improvement of heat transfer, defined by Eq. (31)
k thermal conductivity of the fluid, -11 KmW -
L conduit length, m
M reflux ratio, reverse volume flow rate divided by 
input volume flow rate
Nu Nusselt number
R inside diameter of the outer tube, m
T temperature of fluid, K 
V input volume flow rate of conduit, -13 sm
V velocity distribution of fluid, -1sm
v average velocity of fluid, -1sm
r radial coordinate, m
z axial coordinate, m
希臘符號：
a thermal diffusivity of fluid, -12 sm
d thickness of the impermeable sheet, m
x longitudinal coordinate, z/L
h transversal coordinate, r/R
q dimensionless temperature, )/()( iwi TTTT --
k ratio of channel thickness
y dimensionless temperature, )/()( wiw TTTT --
上下標：
a in forward flow channel
b in backward flow channel
F at the outlet of a double-pass device
I at the inlet
L at the outlet, 1=x
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5.0=M 1=M 3=M 5=M
k k k kh
I
( )%
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.7
1=Gz -65.9 -66.7 -66.7 -49.3 -50.0 -50.3 -23.7 -25.0 -30.8 -17.5 -16.7 -26.3
10 -56.7 -56.6 -59.3 -36.9 -34.9 -66.1 -9.92 -2.41 -63.7 -6.09 8.31 -63.1
100 -6.17 142 -28.9 34.9 244.8 -69.9 96.5 356.1 -70.9 95.3 383.8 -71.1
1000 14.6 879 -19.1 68.3 1019 -70.2 155.3 1176 -71.6 148.9 1222 -71.8
